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a b s t r a c t

A detector for in vivo internal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is demonstrated based on a thin-film RF
resonator and a thin-film cable. Each component is constructed on a flexible sheet and mounted on the
outside of a catheter, leaving its internal lumens free for clinical use. Space constraints require the sheet to
be extremely thin (< 100 �m). Cable formats are compared, and thin-film cables with ≈ 50 � impedance at
low frequency are formed as a microstrip with a periodically patterned ground, using copper conductors
on polyimide substrates. Resonant detectors are also formed on polyimide from multi-turn electroplated
copper coils and integrated parallel plate capacitors, which use the substrate as an interlayer dielectric.
Methods are developed for obtaining capacitor values for matching and tuning, and compensating for
loading. The detector and cable are linked to form a two-metre-long printed detection system and 1H
MRI is demonstrated at 1.5 T using in vitro liver tissue.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Small resonant RF detectors have many applications for in vivo
internal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), for example for rectal,
biliary and arterial imaging. Although small coils generally have
low Q factors, this disadvantage is mitigated by the increase in
signal-to-noise ratio obtained from close coupling to the signal
source [1]. Suitable coil arrangements include single-or multi-turn
loops [2–4], parallel conductor transmission lines [5] and opposed
solenoids [6,7], constructed by hand winding or from rigid printed
circuit boards (PCBs). Compact alternatives for vascular imaging
include the loopless catheter antenna [8]. A similar range of coils
has been used for catheter tracking [9,10].

In each case, the need for matching and tuning has lim-
ited widespread application. Several well-known circuits (for
example, shunt or series capacitive matching) may be used.
Unfortunately, despite advances in modelling methods that allow
3D coils, skin effects and material losses, it is difficult to esti-
mate coil inductance and resistance accurately. Consequently,
capacitor values must be determined experimentally. Multiple
capacitors may be needed, and circuits may be re-soldered
many times. The end product is acceptable for large coils, but
cannot achieve the low cost, small form factor and repro-
ducibility needed for mass deployment. One alternative is to
locate the components remotely, using a �/2 length of cable
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[11]. However, the strategy is difficult to implement with long
catheters.

Microfabrication can improve the situation, since it yields
repeatable inductance and resistance. Electroplated spiral coils
have been formed on GaAs [12,13], Si [14,15] and glass [16,17].
Microfabricated Helmholtz coils have been constructed [18,19],
solenoids have been fabricated on capillaries [20–22], planar coils
have been integrated with microfluidics [23,24], and pre-amplifiers
have been incorporated [25–27]. More recently, attention has
turned to flexible plastics such as polyimide and polyether-ether-
ketone [28] and polytetrafluoroethylene [29], which are more
suitable for in vivo use. Some attempts have been made to integrate
capacitors, using coplanar electrodes [30] or double-layer wind-
ings [31]. However, no convincing solution to matching has been
demonstrated.

We ourselves have demonstrated high-resolution MRI using
catheter-mounted flexible microfabricated coils with discrete
capacitors [32]. The target application was an endoscopically deliv-
ered detector for in vivo imaging of the bile duct, with the aim of
early detection of cholangiocarcinoma. Because operable tumours
must typically be less than1 mm in size, imaging must be carried
out with sub-millimetre resolution. The length and diameter of the
common bile duct range from 5-10 cm and from 3-8 mm, respec-
tively; however, the duct is normally heavily constricted near any
lesion. A 60 mm long coil capable of mounting on an 8 Fr (2.7 mm
dia) catheter was developed, which did indeed have suitable reso-
lution.

However, in addition to the matching difficulties described
above, little attention was paid to clinical use. For example, the
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Figure 1. Thin film RF detection system: a) plan view and b) integration on catheter.

capacitors were vulnerable to mechanical damage in a side-opening
gastroscope, and the need for joints made it difficult to seal the
assembly for use in a wet environment. The sub-miniature coaxial
cable used to transmit the detected signal back along the catheter
blocked one of the internal lumens, which are typically required
for use with a guide-wire or an actuation wire or for injection of
contrast agent.

In this paper, we attempt to provide a solution in the form of a
thin-film detector with integrated shunt matching capacitors and
a thin-film output cable as shown in Figure 1a. The whole structure
may be fabricated lithographically from non-magnetic materials
and wrapped around a catheter as shown in Figure 1b, avoiding
the need for additional components, simplifying sealing and leav-
ing the catheter free for its original use. Except near the coil ends,
the configuration is similar to a two-turn planar coil with stacked
windings, with a corresponding field of view. The target applica-
tion here is biliary imaging, which may require data to be acquired
for lengths 50–60 mm along the duct. Similar approaches could be
used for vascular imaging.

Operation of the system is shown in the equivalent cir-
cuit of Figure 2a. Here, a source VS representing the signal
induced by nuclear magnetic dipoles in a resonator based on
a coil with inductance LC and resistance RC is to be matched
to a load RL at the angular frequency �S of the MRI system
using matching and tuning capacitors CM and CT. Generally, RL
should be matched to the series sum of RC and the sample
loading RS. However, assuming that RS is small (as shown exper-

Figure 2. a) Electrical equivalent circuit and b) simplified equivalent.

imentally later) and that the cable impedance Z0 matches RL,
the system operates as shown in the simplified equivalent of
Figure 2b.

Key to successful operation is development of impedance-
matched cables and resonant detectors containing suitable
matching circuits. Geometric constraints and the need for flex-
ibility make it difficult to achieve the desired impedance using
either a microstrip [33] or a coplanar waveguide [34]. Here we
use a microstrip with a periodically patterned ground plane. This
approach is commonly used in photonic bandgap devices [35], but it
can also modify low-frequency impedance (a factor that was pre-
viously ignored in favour of filter applications). We use a simple
resonant detector with integrated capacitors that can be fabri-
cated using compatible processing, and demonstrate a convergent
method of identifying the component values needed for matching
and tuning. Combining these elements we demonstrate external 1H
magnetic resonance imaging at 1.5 T using a 2 metre-long catheter
based detector, constructed entirely from thin film components.

A design for an impedance-matched thin-film cable is presented
in Section 2, and fabrication and measurements of transmission
characteristics in Section 3. A design for a compatible thin-film coil
with integrated capacitors is presented in Section 4, and fabrication
and matching and tuning are described in Section 5. Preliminary
MRI experiments are described in Section 6 and conclusions are
drawn in Section 7.

2. Thin-film cable design

In this Section, we consider possible cable formats, includ-
ing microstrip, coplanar waveguide and periodically patterned
microstrip, for an application such as a catheter-based MRI detector
requiring very thin flexible layers of metals and dielectric.

2.1. Microstrip

Figure 3a shows one obvious possibility, a microstrip consist-
ing of two conducting layers separated by an insulator of relative
dielectric constant �r. One conducting layer is patterned into a strip
of width w, and the thickness of conductor and insulator are t and
h respectively. The characteristic impedance Z0 can be estimated
using Wheeler’s formulae [33]:

Z0 = ZFS c1 loge{1 + c2[c2c3 + √
(c2

2c2
3 + c4)]} (1)

Here ZFS =
√

(�0/�0) is the impedance of free space, and:

c1 = 1/{2�
√

[2(1 + εr)]} c2 = 4h/weff c3 = (14 + 8/εr)/11 c4 = �2(1 + 1/εr)/2
weff = w + t c5 loge{4e/

√
(c2

6 + c2
7)}

c5 = (1 + 1/εr)/2� c6 = t/h c7 = 1/{�(w/t + 11/10)}2
(2)

These expressions give the typical results shown in Figure 3a.
Here, we have assumed t = 35 �m and �r = 3.5, to model a Cu-
polyimide-Cu trilayer. Two curves are shown, for h = 25 �m and
h = 50 �m, and 50 � impedance is only obtained for very small
(< 100 �m) strip widths, with w reducing as h decreases. The
explanation is the small separation of the conductors, which
results in low inductance and high capacitance per unit length.
Reliable lithographic fabrication in long lengths is therefore
likely to be difficult. Larger inductance and/or smaller capac-
itance are required, but using moderate (w ≈ 1 mm) strip
widths.

2.2. Coplanar waveguide

Figure 3b shows a second possibility, a coplanar waveguide
(CPW) consisting of a ground-signal-ground arrangement on a
dielectric backing. Z0 is found by evaluating the capacitance Cp per
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Figure 3. a) Variation of microstrip impedance with strip width w, for metal
thickness t = 35 �m and different substrate thickness h; b) variation of coplanar
waveguide impedance with strip width w, for different ground-plane separation
y. In each case, �r = 3.5.

unit length by conformal mapping, and assuming that the effec-
tive dielectric constant is the average of that of the substrate and
overlayer. If the latter is air, Wen’s result is [34]:

Z0 = 1/Cpvph, where vph = {2/(εr + 1)}1/2 c

and Cp = (εr + 1)ε02r (3)

Here c is the velocity of light, r = K(k)/K’(k) and K(k) is a complete
elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus k, such that:

K(k) =
∫ �/2

0

{1 − k2 sin2(�)}−1/2
d�, k = w/y,

K ′(k) = K(k′), k′ = (1 − k2)
1/2

(4)

Figure 3b shows the variation of Z0 with strip-width w for differ-
ent values of the ground-plane separation y, again assuming that
�r = 3.5. Although larger impedance may now be obtained using
wider strips, 50 � is only reached when w ≈ 0.85 y. The explanation
is the much smaller capacitance obtained in a CPW. Consequently,
this geometry requires small electrode gaps, which are again hard
to manufacture. Furthermore, CP is now sensitive to the dielectric
constant of the overlayer, which may vary significantly in practice.

Figure 4. a) Layout of thin-film cable, b) process flow and b) completed cable array.

2.3. Periodically patterned microstrip

Figure 4a shows a third possibility, a modified microstrip whose
ground plane is patterned with periodic openings that remove
metal symmetrically to balance any externally induced voltages.
The large separation between conductors in the open regions
should increase average inductance and decrease average capac-
itance, allowing impedance to be controlled by the ratio b/a, where
a is the period and b is the length of the regions where con-
ductors overlap. The capacitance is now mainly defined in the
overlap regions, stabilising the impedance against variations in its
surroundings. A further possibility, where the top and bottom con-
ductors are both meandered allows serial balancing of voltages.

Here, we focus on the geometry of Figure 4a. Strictly, this line is
a bi-periodic structure, with different inductance and capacitance
in alternating sections, and will generally have two propagating
bands. However, if the period is sufficiently small and the compo-
nent values in each section sufficiently different, the upper (optical)
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branch will be at very high frequency. In estimating low-frequency
behaviour, we may therefore ignore this branch. We simply assume
that the impedance is dominated by an inductance L where the
ground plane is cut away and a capacitance C where it remains.
Behaviour in the lower (acoustic) branch is then well approximated
by the standard dispersion relation of an L-C ladder:

ω/ω0 = 2 sin(ka/2) (5)

Here � is the angular frequency, �0 = 1/
√

(LC), k is now the prop-
agation constant and a is the period in Figure 4a. Propagation can
take place from DC to a maximum frequency f m = �0/� when ka = �.
In this regime, the impedance is:

Z0 = Z ′
0 exp(jka/2) (6)

Z0 is complex, but tends to the real value Z0
′ =

√
(L/C) at low fre-

quency. The standard result S11 = (RL - Z0)/(RL + Z0) can then be used
to predict the scattering at a junction with a load RL. Good matching
is achieved at DC as Z0

′/RL tends to unity. However, the matching
degrades as the frequency rises, and all the power is reflected at fm,
when Z0 is purely imaginary.

Suitable design rules may be developed as follows. Using the
geometric parameters in Figure 4a, the DC impedance may be writ-
ten as:

Z ′
0 = √{(a − b)Lp/bCp)} (7)

Here Lp and Cp are values per unit length (p.u.l.) without the
structuring. Similarly, �m can be written as:

ωm = 2/
√{(a − b)LpbCp)} (8)

Low-frequency matching to RL will be achieved if (a -
b)Lp = RL

2bCp. An impedance-matched line will therefore have
�m = 2/(RLbCp). To obtain reasonably constant impedance, opera-
tion might be restricted to frequencies below a given fraction of the
cut-off frequency–say, f < fm/40. The maximum allowed length b of
capacitance per section is then:

b = 1/(40�fRLCp) (9)

The overall period may then be found from the inductance Lp

p.u.l. as:

a = b{1 + R2
L Cp/Lp} (10)

Numerical parameters can then be found as follows. For CP, the
geometry suggests that a parallel plate model may be used. For
w = 1 mm, h = 25 �m and �r = 3.5, CP ≈ 1.24 pF/mm. At 63.8 MHz we
then obtain fm = 2.55 GHz and b = 2 mm. Estimation of LP is harder,
since the inner conductor is a strip and the outer conductors are
sheets whose shapes will modify on a catheter. However, if these
details are ignored, the arrangement has a strong similarity to a
CPW. We may therefore use Equations 3 and 4 to estimate the
capacitance in the open areas, and then find the per-unit-length
inductance as Lp = Z0

′2Cp. For y = 2 mm, w = 1 mm and �r = 3.5, we
obtain Lp ≈ 0.4 nH/mm. Assuming that RL = 50 �, the period can
then be found as a = 18 mm. These considerations suggest that cen-
timetric periods and b/a ratios of around 1/8 will be suitable. In any
case, re-arrangement of earlier results gives:

Cp = 2/(b�fmZ ′
0), Lp = {b/(a − b)}CpZ

′2
0 (11)

Actual values of Cp and Lp may therefore be extracted from
experimental measurement of the DC impedance Z0

′ and the cut-off
frequency fm.

3. Thin-film cable fabrication and testing

In this Section we consider the fabrication of thin-film cables
in sufficiently long lengths for internal imaging and carry out an
initial electrical performance evaluation.

3.1. Cable fabrication

Side-viewing flexible gastroscopes for delivery of catheter tools
into the bile duct have lengths > 1 m, and operate with catheters
of ≈ 2 m length. Surface processing of flexible materials with such
dimensions is beyond the scope of semiconductor techniques, but
within the capability of PCB manufacture. Prototype cables were
therefore fabricated in 2 m lengths by the flexible PCB company
Clarydon (Willenhall, West Midlands, UK). The starting material
was 25 �m thick polyimide (Kapton® HN, DuPont High Perfor-
mance Films, Circleville, OH) carrying a 35 �m thick layer of Cu
on either side. These dimensions yielded very flexible cable. Exper-
iments were also carried out using thicker (50 �m) Kapton® but this
yielded stiffer cables that required very thick heat-shrink for reten-
tion. Conversely, thinner (13 �m) Kapton® was difficult to handle
in large sheets.

Patterning was carried out using stepped double-sided exposure
to a pair of 1-metre long photomasks formed from Mylar-coated
silver halide on a 175 �m thick polyester backing. Masks were fab-
ricated from a Gerber file defining cables with different layouts. A
period close to the previous estimate was used (a = 16 mm) so that
each line contained 125 periods. The widths of the ground plane
and its openings were 4 mm and 2 mm, respectively. A strip width
of w = 1 mm was used, together with seven values of the ratio b/a (1,
1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32 and 1/64). The first corresponds to uniform
microstrip and the others to periodic lines. Using standard panel
widths the batch quantity was 24.

Figure 4b shows the fabrication process. Each side of the PCB (1)
was first coated with a 175 �m thick layer of laminated photore-
sist (2). The sensitised PCB was then sandwiched between the two
photomasks on a glass backing, using a set of pins passing through
mating holes in each component for alignment. Textured Mylar
spacers were used to assist evacuation during vacuum contact. Each
side of the PCB was exposed with an UV lamp, and the process was
repeated in a second exposure (3). Resist development and metal
etching were carried out with the PCB horizontal, using a leader
board to allow dragging through a spray developer and a spray
etcher (4). The resist was then stripped (5). Lines were fabricated
in arrays as shown in Figure 4c and separated using a scalpel.

3.2. Cable performance

Electrical performance was assessed using an electronic net-
work analyser. Similar performance trends were obtained before
and after mounting on a catheter, with any changes being
attributable to a reduction in the inductance of patterned lines
after being wrapped round a cylindrical former. Catheter-mounted
lines were stable and could be flexed without significant varia-
tion in S-parameters. Uniform microstrip had very low impedance,
as expected. Variants with periodically patterned ground planes
offered significantly better matching at low frequency. Match-
ing improved as the ratio b/a decreased until an optimum was
reached, and a further reduction in b/a then degraded matching.
For h = 25 �m and w = 1 mm, the optimum value was b/a = 1/8, in
agreement with earlier estimates.

Figure 5a and b compare the frequency variation of S11 and
S21, respectively, for uniform microstrip and the optimum peri-
odic cable. Here the measurements are taken up to the GHz regime
to show the cut-off frequency. For the uniform microstrip, the
reflection is high and oscillations in S11 and S21 can be seen at
low frequency due to multiple reflections. At high frequencies
(300 MHz), when losses are high enough that multiple reflections
can be ignored, the return is S11 ≈ -1.9 dB. The characteristic
impedance may be estimated as 5.5 �. This value is in good agree-
ment with a value of 4.5 � extracted from Figure 3a.
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Figure 5. Experimental frequency variation of a) S11 and b) S21, for uniform
microstrip and for microstrip with a periodically patterned ground plane.

For the periodic cable, S11 is much lower at low frequencies,
with a peak value below -15 dB up to 500 MHz, rising almost to 0 dB
at the cutoff frequency, at which point the transmission S21 falls.
The optical band was not observed at the limit of network analyser
performance (8.5 GHz), suggesting that this must lie at very high
frequencies. The capacitance and inductance per unit length were
estimated from the DC impedance (45 �) and the cut-off frequency
(2.5 GHz) as 2.8 pF/mm and 0.8 nH/mm, respectively, in reasonable
agreement with earlier estimates. The characteristic impedance at
64 MHz is almost exactly the same as the value at DC, since this
frequency is only 2.6% of the cutoff value and the impedance is
almost constant in this range.

In addition to providing improved impedance matching, peri-
odically patterned microstrip offers lower propagation loss than
uniform microstrip. For example, the periodic cable in Figure 5b has
low-frequency loss as low as 2.5 dB GHz−1m−1, making the losses
negligible at 63.8 MHz. The combined effect of impedance match-
ing and loss reduction is to increase throughput at MR frequencies
by ≈15 dB compared with uniform microstrip.

4. Thin-film RF detector design

In this Section we consider the problem of designing a matched
and tuned integrated resonant RF detector, in a format compatible
with a thin-film cable.

4.1. RF detector design

Interfaces for conventional RF detectors are well understood. In
Figure 2b, the signal induced by external nuclear dipoles is to be
matched to a real load RL at angular frequency �S using the capaci-
tors CM and CT. The complex impedance of the parallel combination
of RL and CM is (1/j� CM) {1/(1 + 1/j� CMRL)}. If � CMRL » 1, this result
may be approximated as 1/j� CM + R’ where RL’ = 1/(� 2CM

2RL). The
matching capacitor therefore effectively inserts a scaled, frequency
dependent load into the resonator. The total impedance around
the signal loop is then RC + RL’ + {1/j�CT + 1/j� CM + j�LC}. Match-
ing involves choosing CM so that RL’ = RC at the signal frequency,
which requires:

CM = 1/{ωS
√

(RCRL)} (12)

Similarly, tuning involves choosing CT so that the circuit is res-
onant at the signal frequency, which requires that the effective
capacitance Ceff satisfy:

1/Ceff = 1/CM + 1/CT = ω2
S LC (13)

Generally these conditions can be satisfied, and the values of
CM and CT found by iteration. The latter is typically smaller for
high-Q resonators. However, determination of CM and CT requires
knowledge of RC and LC, and both can vary considerably without
well-controlled fabrication.

Figure 1a shows the arrangement of the resonant RF detector,
which provides a shunt matching circuit. Here, a spiral inductor
is connected to two capacitors, which each use the substrate as
an interlayer dielectric. Since no air-bridge is needed to exit the
spiral, the entire layout may be fabricated simply from patterned
conductors. A similar arrangement cannot be devised for the alter-
native series matching circuit, because this requires at least one
via. The front side pattern consists of a spiral linked to two plates,
while the rear side pattern consists of a pair of plates linked directly
together. This layout places the matching capacitor CM outside the
coil, allowing direct connection to the cable, and the smaller tuning
capacitor CT inside. Double-sided processing is required, but front-
to-back alignment is not critical since the capacitor plates need only
overlap. With well-defined substrate and conductor thickness, the
values of LC, RC, CM and CT are stable.

5. Thin-film RF detector fabrication and testing

In this Section we describe the fabrication of thin-film detec-
tors, a method for identifying component values for matching and
tuning, and construction of a catheter based probe.

5.1. RF detector fabrication

Coils were designed for 1H MRI at 1.5 T, with the follow-
ing parameters: conductor width 200 �m, conductor separation
100 �m, coil length 60 mm, and coil width 4.2 mm. The last value
was chosen to place the long conductors on the diameter of an 8
Fr (2.7 mm dia) catheter. There would be little difficulty in scal-
ing the coil dimensions to match a smaller catheter diameter, e.g.
5 Fr (1.7 mm dia), albeit at a cost of a reduction in field-of-view.
However, the inductance would decrease slightly, so that physically
larger capacitors would be needed to operate at a similar frequency.
The Q-factor would also fall slightly, impacting on the achievable
signal-to-noise ratio.

A major difficulty is that LC and RC must be known before CM and
CT can be chosen, and hence before photomasks can be designed.
To avoid expensive iteration, a three-stage approach was used. A
set of inductors was first fabricated without capacitors (Batch 1),
but with bond-pads to allow addition of a wire-bond air-bridge
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Figure 6. a) Process flow for detector fabrication, b) overall view of detectors, before
(upper) and after (lower) capacitor trimming.

and surface-mount capacitors, which were adjusted to match to
50 � and tune to 63.8 MHz. A second set of devices was then fabri-
cated with integrated capacitors (Batch 2), using areas for CM and
CT estimated from Batch 1. The capacitors were trimmed to match
and tune with a fixed tissue loading, and a final set of devices was
fabricated using the known areas (Batch 3).

To reduce cost, RF detectors were fabricated separately from
cables, using clean-room processes, and thinner (13 �m) Kapton®

was used to reduce capacitor areas. Single-sided processing was
used for coils, and double sided-processing for complete detectors.
Figure 6a shows the process for detectors. The starting point was a
Kapton® sheet, which was stretched over a 100 mm diameter sili-
con wafer to provide a rigid surface for processing (1). The rear-side
capacitor plates were formed first. Seed layers of Ti (30 nm) and
Cu (200 nm) were deposited by RF sputtering (2). A layer of AZ
9260 positive resist (Microchemicals GmbH, Ulm, Germany) was
deposited by spin coating, and patterned using UV contact lithog-
raphy to form a mould. 5 �m thick Cu conductors were then formed
by electroplating, using Technic FB Bright Acid copper plating solu-
tion (Lektrachem Ltd., Nuneaton, UK) (3). The mould was stripped
and exposed seed layer removed (4). The front-side capacitor plates
and inductor were then formed. The sheet was detached from the
wafer, turned over and replaced. The steps of seed metal deposi-
tion (5), mould formation and plating (6) and mould and seed layer
removal (7) were then repeated, this time to form a 20 �m Cu layer.
Figure 6b shows detectors from Batch 2, before and after tuning of
capacitor areas.

5.2. Matching and tuning

Matching and tuning of Batch 1 detectors was carried out with
the coil loosely attached to a catheter with heat shrink tubing.
The additional capacitors were located just beyond the end of
the catheter, and a sub-miniature co-axial cable was connected
across CM. Matching and tuning were achieved by minimising
S11 at 63.8 MHz., with CM = 139 pF and CT = 19.5 pF. Ignoring self-
capacitance, these values imply a total capacitance of Ceff = 17.1
pF, a coil inductance of LC = 1/(�0

2Ceff) = 0.36 �H and a coil resis-
tance of RC = 1/(�0

2CM
2RL) = 6.4 � (and hence a quality factor of

Q = �0LC/RC = 23). Batch 2 integrated resonators were fabricated
using capacitor values approximately double those above. Devices
were matched and tuned as before, adjusting capacitor areas using
a scalpel. The final areas of CM and CT were 52 mm2 and 9.3 mm2,
corresponding to 127 pF and 23 pF. The Q factor was estimated as
23, implying good performance from the integrated capacitors.

Tissue loading was then investigated by inserting a detector into
butchered lamb’s liver, which has a similar architecture to human
liver. Loading caused a reduction in resonant frequency of ≈ 2 MHz,
mainly due to an increase in self-capacitance of the multi-turn
inductor caused by the change in dielectric surround, and a reduc-
tion in Q-factor from ca 23 to ca 20 due to the tissue conductivity.
The latter result suggests that the sample loading is relatively small.
Similar results were obtained using an agar gel phantom with a salt
content chosen to mimic the conductivity and relaxation time of
more general tissue (1% agar, 0.3% NaCl, 0.125% hydrated CuSO4),
suggesting that a common tuning condition can be used. The pro-
cess above was then repeated to yield a device that tuned correctly
after loading with tissue, and a final set of devices was fabricated
using the known capacitor areas. These Batch 3 detectors required
no adjustment.

5.3. Catheter probe assembly and performance

Catheter probes were constructed as follows. A slit was cut just
to one side of the strip conductor in the cable. The detector was
inserted into this slit and a soldered joint was made to the plates of
the matching capacitor. The assembly was then fed through 150 �m
thick biocompatible polyolefin heat-shrink tubing using a leader,
and the tubing was in turn fed over the catheter. Finally the tubing
was heated with cable and tube under tension, moving the heated
zone to avoid trapped air. Figure 7a shows a completed detector
and a section of cable.

Assembled probes functioned as expected. Figure 7b shows
the frequency variation of the reflection coefficient S11 before
(unloaded) and after (loaded) insertion in liver tissue, demonstrat-
ing that the coil tunes correctly to ca 64 MHz. Also shown are
the corresponding variations of the transmission coefficient S21,
obtained using a small loop outside the tissue as a signal source.
The degradation in Q-factor caused by loading is small, suggest-
ing that coil loss is dominant over tissue loss and validating the
assumptions of Figure 2.

The stability of the resonant frequency and of the Q-factor could
be further improved, by mounting the coil on a catheter with
reduced diameter using an increased thickness of heat shrink tub-
ing. However, the received signal and signal-to-noise ratio (and
hence the useful resolution and field of view) would then degrade,
due to the reduced sample loading [36,37]. Clearly, a design optimi-
sation along the lines of those carried out for surface coils [38,39]
and for other internal coils [40,41] is an important future goal.

The thin film cable did however provide less effective shielding
than conventional cable. Pickup was investigated by placing a small
loop transmitter first near the detector and then near the adjacent
cable, in each case adjusting the loop position to maximise coupling.
The thick lines in Figure 8a shows the frequency variation of the sig-
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Figure 7. a) Catheter-based detector (main) and cable (inset); b) frequency variation
of S11 and S21 unloaded (thin lines) and loaded by insertion into liver (thick lines).

nal in each case. Near the operating frequency, the signal detected
by the coil is ≈ 30 dB higher than the signal coupled into the cable.
The experiment was then repeated using a second detector con-
structed using a co-axial output. The thin lines in Figure 8a show
the corresponding results. While the performances of the detectors
are essentially identical, the noise rejection by the co-axial cable is
≈ 20 dB greater.

6. Magnetic resonance imaging

In this Section, we present preliminary results for 1H internal
MRI, using in vitro tissue.

6.1. Imaging set-up

1H magnetic resonance imaging was carried out using a 1.5 T GE
HD Signa® Excite® scanner at St. Mary’s Hospital, Paddington. The
system body coil was used for transmission and a catheter probe
was connected to an auxiliary coil input for reception. This input is
normally used with surface coils such as shoulder coils and provides
additional DC signals to control PIN diode switched decoupling.
However, such precautions were not initially used to prevent direct
magnetic coupling of the detector to the transmitter. The catheter
was arranged parallel to the magnet bore, with the coil conduc-
tors lying in the coronal plane. The probe was placed either on or
inside the imaging subject, which in turn lay on the patient bed. The
bed was then translated to place the coil at the magnet isocentre.
The coil would clearly be insensitive to MR signals with its plane
perpendicular to the magnet bore. During an internal procedure
such as biliary imaging, the patient would ideally be arranged to
avoid this orientation. Further work is clearly required to evaluate

Figure 8. a) Experimental frequency variation of detected signal, with inductive
source next to detector and cable. Thick and thin lines show results using i) thin film
and ii) co-axial output, respectively. b) RF and DC control signals detected during
manual pre-scan before 1H MRI.

any anatomical restrictions, which might require development of
a thin-film coil with an alternative field of view.

Imaging was carried out using a 3D FRFSE (fast recovery, fast spin
echo) sequence with an excitation time (TE) of 15 msec and a repe-
tition time (TR) of 33 msec. The flip angle (10o) was the value set by
the scanner itself, during an auto-prescan routine carried out using
the body coil. Images were acquired in a block of 28 slices using,
using 6 excitations to improve signal-to-noise ratio, in a total acqui-
sition time of 11 min 53 sec. The field of view was 80 mm x 40 mm
(for sagittal images) and 100 mm x 50 mm (for axial images) and
the slice thickness and slice separation were each 1.2 mm. The data
were reconstructed into images containing 256 × 256 pixels. These
parameters correspond to voxel sizes of 0.3125 × 0.3125 × 1.2 mm3

(sagittal) and 0.3096 × 0.3096 × 1.2 mm3 (axial).

6.2. Initial characterisation

Initial experiments were carried out to assess the peak value
of any magnetically induced voltages, and their likely effect on
coil lifetime. A RF ‘tee’ was connected between the catheter coil
and the scanner input, and the RF and DC control signals were
taken to separate channels on a monitoring oscilloscope. Figure 8b
shows a typical time variation of both signals. There is some break-
through of RF on the control signal, and vice versa. The DC PIN
diode control signal is high during the excitation phase of MRI,
allowing the scope to be triggered easily and this phase to be
identified. During excitation, RF signals of several tens of volts are
detected across CM. Signals across CT would be correspondingly
larger, due to its smaller size. Despite this, such coils have routinely
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survived imaging experiments lasting several hours, except when
using alternative sequences involving higher average RF powers.
In this case, failure has typically occurred after minutes of acquisi-
tion. Subsequent investigation has suggested dielectric breakdown
of the polyimide interlayer rather than conductor melting as the
cause of failure.

6.3. Phantom imaging

Imaging experiments were then carried out with the catheter
probe completely immersed in an agar gel phantom. The same
imaging sequence was used, again setting transmit power using
the auto pre-scan facility. The flip angle was therefore the nominal
value determined in this process; however, resonant detection of
the transmitted signal would be expected to modify the excitation
pattern near the catheter coil significantly, causing flip angles to
vary locally from the desired value. Images obtained from the body
coil showed that the catheter coil did indeed distort the excitation
uniformity. Because of the small flip angle used, the distortion was
typically seen as an extremely bright concentric ring around the
catheter, surrounded by a darker ring and then by a gradual radial
decay.

Further experiments were carried out using a similar coil, fit-
ted with PIN-diode switched decoupling based on a sub-miniature
co-axial output cable. In this case, a slight reduction in Q-factor
and a small change in resonant frequency were observed, requir-
ing alterations to the matching and tuning conditions. Considerably
improved image uniformity was obtained, confirming the need for
effective decoupling. However, due to the difficulties involved in
incorporating relatively bulky PIN diodes in a thin-film structure,
an alternative approach such as the use of a figure-of-eight coil is
planned for future investigation.

6.4. In vitro imaging

In vitro imaging was demonstrated using a butchered lamb’s
liver. The catheter probe was inserted into an accessible biliary duct,
and the liver was then positioned to place the coil in a similar loca-
tion and orientation inside the magnet. Transmit power was again
adjusted using the auto pre-scan facility.

Figure 9a shows a sagittal slice passing through the bile duct,
which lies near the surface. The liver occupies the right hand three-
quarters of the image, which has been cropped to 50 mm field-
of-view to emphasise detail. The catheter track can be seen as a
pair of bright lines originating from the over-excitation described
earlier, and an adjacent duct can be seen nearby. Generally uniform
brightness is obtained over at least 4 cm parallel to the catheter
track.

Figure 9b shows an axial slice transverse to the duct. Here the
liver occupies the lower two-thirds of the image, which has again
been cropped. The bile duct itself is at the centre of the image, with
the central dark area defining the catheter location. The useful field
of view of the coil is a co-axial cylinder of around 15 mm diameter.
Despite the tissue loading, a signal-to-noise ratio of 75 is obtained in
the immediate vicinity of the coil, reducing to around 35 averaged
over the coil FOV. An adjacent duct may again be seen, and the
wall of this duct, which has a thickness of around 0.5 mm, may
be identified as a concentric band that is not associated with any
distortion of the excitation.

This result suggests sub-millimetre resolution and implies the
future possibility of detecting tumours that cause variations in
thickness of the bile duct wall, or breaching of the duct wall
integrity with invasion into surrounding tissue. The voxel size and
signal-to-noise ratio achievable during in vivo imaging are likely
to be limited by motion artefacts. However, the imaging conditions
used here suggest that similar resolution and SNR could be obtained

Figure 9. 1H MR images of liver duct with coil inserted into butchered lamb’s liver:
a) sagittal, and b) axial.

over a reduced number of slices (say, 3) in just over a minute, well
within the possibility of breath holding.

7. Discussion

We have demonstrated a RF detector designed for internal MRI,
based on a thin film resonator and a compatible cable. In each case,
fabrication was carried out using double-sided processing of a Cu-
Kapton-Cu trilayer to yield a flexible strip designed for attachment
to a catheter. Although two different substrates were used, the
arrangement is suitable for full integration. In fact, we have already
demonstrated resonant detectors using the PCB process for cables.
The detectors were stiffer due to the increased (25 �m) Kapton®

thickness but had an improved unloaded Q factor (50) due to the
increased (35 �m) Cu thickness. The components may be integrated
onto catheters without altering their functionality, to provide a
low-cost system for internal MRI or MR-guided procedures.

Here, we have focused mainly on impedance matching. There
is scope for further miniaturisation, and for increasing high-
frequency performance using smaller cable periods. However,
further modifications are required before in vivo use, to protect
against direct coupling to the magnetic or electric field of the trans-
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mitter. To avoid a DC path, crossed diode pairs are commonly used
to de-tune receivers passively during excitation [42]. However, as
previously suggested, a printable solution such as a figure-of-eight
coil may be preferable. Similarly, cables are subdivided with trans-
formers into segments shorter than the resonant length [43], and
a thin-film embodiment of such cable has already been demon-
strated [44]. Although these issues may be less important using an
endoscope, patient safety should clearly be paramount. Work is in
therefore in progress to incorporate suitable features.
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